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The APTMetrics® Interviewer Experience Wins Chief Learning Officer’s Gold “Learning in Practice” Award
for Excellence in Technology Innovation

Westport, CT: October 20, 2022: Since 2003, Chief Learning Officer (CLO), a publication of BetterWork Media Group,
has given Learning In Practice (LIP) awards to recognize learning leaders, both practitioners and providers, who
demonstrate excellence in the design and delivery of workforce learning and development programs through a
combination of qualities such as leadership, vision, business acumen, strategic alignment and technological
application. This week, at its online LIP Awards Gala, CLO announced that APTMetrics had been given a Gold Award for
Excellence in Technology Innovation in recognition of the APTMetrics Interviewer Experience structured interviewing
training program.
The Interviewer Experience is an immersive, multi-media interviewer-training solution developed in partnership with
clients PepsiCo and Walmart. A major objective of the product’s development was to support PepsiCo’s and Walmart’s
talent acquisition strategies by creating a robust, structured-interviewing process that would lead to higher-quality,
real-world hiring decisions, measurable reductions in biased outcomes, and significant progress toward diversity,
equity and inclusion goals.
“We are proud to be recognized by CLO for our Interviewer Experience interview training product,” said John C. Scott, Cofounder and COO at APTMetrics. “Many hiring managers have never had any formal training on how to properly
interview candidates in the talent acquisition activity, and therefore may inadvertently introduce bias into the selection
process. By implementing the Interviewer Experience, organizations are much more likely to raise the quality of new
hires and increase their diversity and inclusivity.”
APTMetrics is a human resource consultancy that helps people, organizations, and society thrive by creating inclusive
talent solutions. Our unique combination of world-class talent management and nationally recognized employment
litigation support services ensures that the solutions we deliver are inclusive, fair, valid, and legally defensible.
APTMetrics® practice areas include leadership assessment and development, talent acquisition, litigation support and
risk reduction, and human capital processes and programs. For more information visit aptmetrics.com.

